
THE REQUIREMENT AND PURPOSE OF EFFECTIVE CONTROL

Control is necessary in every organization to ensure that everything is going Home | | Principles of Management |
Requirements of Effective Control The control should be objective, definite and determinable in a clear and.

Timeliness: There are many problems that require immediate attention. However thoroughly the plans may
have been formed or the planning premises established, unforeseen circumstances can upset the best-laid
plans. Economical: Economy is another requirement of every control. It becomes essential that the standards,
which are set by the management, should not be too high or too low. Related Articles:. This requires that the
lime-lag between the occurrence of a deviation and its reporting be kept at the minimum possible. In enforcing
control the efficiency and the effectiveness of the organisation must be clearly brought out. If for example,
sales estimates are artificially high, a manager might either cut advertising on the assumption that it is no
longer needed or increase advertising to enhance sale. Tailoring controls to individual managers: When
controls are tailored to individual managers, individual managers carry out their functions of control more
effectively. A rigid control system will always fail. Its is best to look for exceptions at critical points, and the
exception principle should be accompanied by principle of critical point control. Related posts:. The benefit
derived from a control system should be more than the cost involved in implementing it. Ensuring flexibility
of controls: Controls should remain in place despite unexpected plans, unforeseen circumstances, or outright
failures. Yet the seniors and probably other students with certain problems may simply have to take the course
and they will be accommodated in its flexible computerized admission registration system. Achieving
economy of controls: Control techniques are most effective when they achieve maximum output at minimum
cost. The importance of these characteristics varies with the situation, but in general effective control systems
have following characteristics. Information Quality A key factor in the effectiveness of a control system is the
quality of the information it receives. Suggestive of Corrective Action: Finally, an adequate control system
should not only detect failures must also disclose where they are occurring, is responsible for them and what
should be done to correct them. Inaccurate controls would divert management efforts and energies on
problems that do not exist or have a low priority and would fail to alert managers to serious problems that do
require attention. Indicative of Exceptions at Critical Points: The management principle of exception should
be used to show up not only deviations but the critical areas must also be fixed for most effective control.
Fitting the system of control to the organizational culture An effective control system must fit in with
organizational culture. The information should also disclose in which market areas the sales decline which
specific costs had increased. For example, if inventory of a particular item drops below five percent of
maximum inventory at hand, then the computer will signal for replenishment for such items. These control
areas include production, sales, finance and customer service. This will ensure that managerial attention is
directed towards error and not towards conformity. What may be considered valuable and understandable to
one manager may not be so to another. As an illustration, it is quite possible that top managers may understand
a complicated system of control based on statistical break-even charts and mathematical formula whilst to the
lower level manager such information would be of very doubtful utility, being beyond their powers of
comprehension. The focus of the control system must match the focus of the strategic plan. It should forecast
the future deviations. Actually speaking, the success of control depends entirely on quick action and its
implementation. Planning Raw control system information is not useful to management unless a comparison
to established benchmarks and targets is possible.


